
1. [30 poi,ntsl Short Answers (6 points each)

(a) If the ea,rth has an approximate ma,$s of 6 x L}%leg, what is the gravitational
force that a 60kg person exerts on the earth? Please make sure you express your
answer as a vector.

(b) For a pa,rticular particle,
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where position is expressed in meters, and t in seconds. What is the velocity of
this pa,rticle?

(c) At f : ls, how fa,r is the particle from the origin?

(d) Consider a 40kg drild sitting in a swing.
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The swing is supported by two ma-qsless ropes,
shown). Draw a freebody diegraqr for the swing.
swing as a single object.

(e) What are the tensions in each of the ropes?
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2. [35 potntsl You are sta,nding at edge of a cliff, 40m above the ground, armed with a
caru-I9n (as shown). The cannon is capable of firing 15 kg 

"rt*oo 
balls with a speed of

20mf s, rega,rdless of how you orient the cannon.

/ 20 mls

@

You decide to tilt the ca,nnon 60" above the horizontal and fire. Assume no air resis-
tance.

E><pressed as a vector, what is the uelocity of the ball the instant after it leaves
the cannon?

Draw a frebody diagra,rn of the cannonball the instant after it leaves the cannon.

How long after you fire does the ball reach its ma>cimum height above the grolnd?
How long does the ball stay aloft? (How long before it hits the ground?)

How far from the cliff does the ball land?

What is the velocity of the ball when it hits the ground?

E.C. Instead of firing at 60", you could have fired at any a.ngle you like- Find the
a.ngle that produces the maximum distance from the cliff. (Hint: it's not 45".)
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3. [35 potnts] Consider a 20 kg block on a frictionless inclined pla,ne with angle 30" with
respect to the horizontal.

(a) Draw a free-body diagram of the block- Please break your forces into components
along the plane and normal to the plane.

(b) What is the acceleration of the block down the plane?

(c) Suppose that the friction tairy comes alot g and magically grants just enough
static friction to keep the block from sliding in the first place. What coefficient
of static friction is required to keep the block from moving?

(d) Suppose someone gives the block a small kick and it starts moving down the plane.
The coefrcient of kinetic friction is 0.1. What is the new anenleration down the
pla.ne?

(e) Assuming that the block starts (essentially) at rest, and assuming that the plane
is 8m long, how long does it take for the block to reach the bottom?
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